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Overview 

The author is a professor at Harvard Business School 
and performed a statistical analysis on 5,000 people in 
the workforce, analyzing productivity. He unearthed 7 
Work Smart Practices that were correlated with great 
performance at work. In general, you want give your 
attention on a few clear tasks, gain collaborative 
support, and perform regular deliberate practice to 
grow your skills. This book discusses the research done, 
provides concrete examples to help ground the 
principles, and offers specific ways to implement them 
in organizations of all sizes. 

“I followed what I thought was a brilliant strategy: 
I would work crazy hours.” 

Chapter 1: The Secrets to Great Performance 

The author Morten Hansen was 24 when he landed his 
dream job at the Boston Consulting Group in London. 
lthough he didn’t have a ton of experience, he aimed 

to compensate by working tirelessly. As he scrambled 
through some slides from his teammate Natalie, he 
noticed that Natalie’s workwas better than his own, yet 
she never worked overtime! How could this be? He 
graduated with his Ph.D. from Stanford and went on to 
become a professor at Harvard Business School where 
he studied why individual performance differs.  

Many people believe that working harder is the key to 
success. But hard work does not always mean taking on 
multiple tasks; it may simply be persevering against 
obstacles in the long run. People who work smart, 
instead maximize their output per hour of work rather 
than the total number of hours worked.  

To construct how people work smart, Morten analyzed 
various categories including a person’s responsibilities, 
how they improve, why they exert effort, and with 
whom/how they interact. A 96-item survey was given 
to 300 bosses and employees and their work 
productivity was tracked. There were 7 factors which 
stood out as the main “work smart” tactics: 

1. You select a few priorities, and make huge efforts. 
2. You focus on creating value, not just reaching goals. 
3. You eschew repetition in favor of better practice. 
4. You seek roles that match passion and purpose. 
5. You deploy influence tactics to gain support. 
6. You cut back on wasteful meetings, and make sure 

the ones you do attend spark vigorous debate. 
7. You carefully choose which cross-unit projects to 

get involved in, and say no to less productive ones.  

Morten’s team then modified their survey and gave it 
to 5,000 managers and employees across various fields. 
Statistical analysis was used to examine the 7 practices. 
The results showed that 66% of variation in 
performance was due to the 7 Work Smart Practices! 

“Being great at work means performing in your
job, infusing your work with passion and a 

strong sense of purpose, and living well, too.” 

Many high achievers will work hard at the expense of 
their quality of life. The 7 Work Smart Practices aim to 
attain higher job satisfaction with less risk of burnout.  

Chapter 2: Do Less, Then Obsess 

In October 1911, the last major unexplored place on 
earth was the South Pole. Royal British Navy 
Commander Robert Falcon Scott raced against 
Norwegian Roald Amundsen. After 52 days, the 
Norwegian team reached the South Pole and planted 
their flag. Although the British team had greater 
resources, a larger budget, more people, and a better 
ship, the Norwegian team focused intently on selecting 
the biggest and strongest support dogs. They had done 
less, and then obsessed.  

“The term “focus” consists of two activities: choosing few priorities,
and then dedicating your efforts toward excelling at them.” 

Each subject in Morten’s study was asked a series of 
questions that helped form a “do less, then obsess”
score for each employee. People who were average at 


